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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Everything went as
expected Easy to deal with and got exactly what I was looking for. Very pleasant to work with.
Both Terry and Bob were very helpful and patient with me. No pressure whatsoever. Dealer does
not have the vehicle on the lot. The price goes up and down but when you call it just sold. I
drove 3 hours to see the vehicle on the first attempt and was told it sold to a wholesaler but
vehicle is still listed and price goes up and down but when you call it sold. Is it just a gimmick to
get people to the dealership? Car was not very clean, workers were smoking, seemed a little bit
shady, one vehicle we test drove didn't even start. Workers were polite and quick to assist
though. Seemed honest about the details of the vehicles. Purchased vehicle. Transaction was
very simple and enjoyable. Called about the vehicle, they told me it was still available. Arranged
a time to test drive, they handed me the keys gave me time to drive the car and get a feel for it
without any pressure. Everyone was nice, and accommodating. Negotiated on a price that we
both felt fair for the vehicle. Overall transaction was roughly two hours. Would definitely
recommend doing business with them. Great place I've bought three cars from them and I've
always found my salesman Gil to be honest and fair and non-judgemental. If you want to build
credit they actually do report your payments to the credit bureau also, and it works! I would, and
have recommended this place to many. Gil has earned my business for life! When we spoke to
them on the phone the first time,they showed a lot of interest to wanting to business with us.
They were super nice, especially Michael! The dealer really received us very good! Will love to
buy from them if they will lower this car but they are fast to respond back and very profesional.
Great dealership. Bought the CLS while being in another state. Jonny was very helpful
throughout the whole process. One thing I'd recommend. Make sure your bank will fund to buy
from independent dealer. So you'll be more prepared once you start buying process. Thank you
very much Jonny! The sales manager is waiting for me to get pictures of my trade to him. Very
good communications with each other. Very good experience. Replied quickly each time we
communicated. Had a driver pick us up at the airport and got us over to the dealership. Great
experience. Far better than I expected. Would do it again if I needed another vehicle. Great job
rbp. Anthony was suppose to get a hold of me for virtual lool at this vehicle and never did. I like
the truck but now makes me wonder if there is something wrong with it. Dealer was responsive
but did not pester. Mileage post on the car was incorrect. Ad says 30K. Actual is 47K. That make
a significant difference in valuation. A small town dealer with a small town attitude. No pressure,
not fancy, but genuine people. It happened that Mr. Cooper waited on me himself. It just
happened that way. I told him what I was interested in, and what I could afford. He made every
effort to satisfy my needs. I could not turn down his offer on the vehicle I wanted. I got a great
car, and my wife, the comptroller of the family, was ecstatic. Was contacted by e-mail and phone
call. Call was at an inconvient time and asked for follow up call in 30 minutes. The follow up call
never occurred. Salesman was quite helpful and answered all my questions! I would
recommend this dealership to everyone for a preowned vehicle. The company was very good
give me all the information I needed on this specific Shavel, and a bunch of other cars that they
Satisfied all my requirements. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller: Brett. Montgomery, TX
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer.
Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. One
of the worst to deal with when attempting to buy a car or even service no idea what happened
but as soon as my service agent left and there was a shake up it began to go downhill from that
point mid From start to finish I had a great experience! Marcy called me and gave me
information on several trucks I had inquired about. Then her dad Robert sent me additional
pictures and even video of a few trucks. They were able to get me pre approved in minutes over
the phone which made the process smooth and simple. Great buying experience, friendly
salesman and not pushy. A very laid back type of auto sales. Didn't buy the truck I went to look
at, but purchased another one. Ryan the salesman was absolutely great. I would buy from there
again and would recommend anyone looking for a vehicle to stop their and look around. The
sales person at the dealership was very professional and extremely helpful. We purchased the
vehicle sight unseen and will take possession today. Kudos to the entire process and customer
service provided! Joe my sales rep was on point and answered must of my questions and

concerns about this car. That is why I purchase it! This is the worst dealership I have ever dealt
with. They misrepresented the items they are selling and have no customers service. They
refused to give me my deposit back after I decided not to do the deal, after being harassed and
bullied by Corey the salesman to hurry up and sign the contract. Stay away from this dealership
lyres and thrives. Nothing but predators. JP was great! Quick response time. Loved how easy it
was to show up and roll out with a new truck. We will be back again! The dealership was quick
to respond, but my beautiful wife found a different vehicle that she wants instead. I would
definitely recommend this dealership to anyone who is interested in a new or used vehicle. Was
great response but the burbin didn't have enough seating for my family waiting for a reply on
any other in the same price range. Found the car I was looking for on their listing, left my
contact info and was immediately responded to. Friendly and knowledgeable staff, very nice
selection on the lot and an incredibly savvy salesman that works hard to get the banks to work
for you. Overall wonderful experience, in and out in 2 hours with zero haggling, hassle, pressure
and wearing down. Just honesty and straightforwardness. Thank You! Great dealership. Very
easy to work with. Nice to find some honest people still in the world! Ask for Earl Franks for
internet sales. Why do they have to make buying a used Vehicle so Complicated? The price is
NOT the price you see! I was told that all there extra fees are on there web site. Read the fine
print. The original truck we wanted was already sold. They had a that was being detailed that
they sold us for a thousand more. They were straightforward no games sold us the with no add
ons. Only had one key and no floor mats which was disappointing. Location and building needs
updating. Over all made a good deal. We found another truck and another dealer. But Metro
Auto Loan was very responsive and answered my questions before hand. Courteous, large
selection, no haggle. However, several things that we were told were not correct. We were about
5 miles from the dealership after our purchase and several warning lights went on. The dealer
had the vehicle for several days. When picked it, again, several warning lights went off. The
vehicle was good price. We're not happy with the service and are not likely to return. They were
responsive but typical larger market dealership. Looks like they have good inventory. They
increased the price of an excursion they have and when I asked why the price went up the
response was something like "my bosses price the vehicles and I don't know what all goes into
that". So that wasn't great A friend of mine came to pick me up at the airport in his Ford F Super
Duty. After throwing my bag in the spacious back seat, I settled in for the hour-long ride ahead
of us. I was surprised by the number of dials on the console. There were buttons to enhance
towing and some "aux" buttons that my friend had not yet figured out. The cup holders in the
center console held his big coffee mug and my water bottle. Compartments hidden in the seat
separator thing up front and the glove compartment were roomy. The interior was very
comfortable, until I got out and fell about two feet to the ground The ride was smooth. We were
going 75 and the truck handled it with no problem. My friendnoted that unlike his old Dodge
Ram , this truck had very poor acceleration. He was not able to weave in and out of cars like he
used to in his old truck. Of course, I was kind of grateful for this, as his driving used to terrify
me. Parking was as good as expected for a large truck. The cornering was slightly worse than
most large trucks, as they had moved the wheels further apart to make for a wider turning
radius. We picked up a few friends and had six adults sitting comfortably in the truck. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Authorized Ford
Dealer. Read more. Spend enough time reading about new cars, and you may realize that some
corners of the auto market appear to be in the middle of a modern-day arms race. One particular
corner is that of the full-size. Cars, SUVs, and crossovers have evolved and become different
things over the years, but heavy-duty pickups have a job to do, and no amount of innovation or
passing trend can get in the way of that job. Truck is awesome. Cabin is really nice and
comfortable. Heated and cooling seats, with built in message is really nice. The steering wheel
is subpar compared to some other vehicles i have driven, especially for this price. Not all
windows roll down or up with a single click of power button. Aluminium body panels.. V8
version of i6 4. I think the vehicle is outstanding if you haul heavy loads are pull a trailer. The
ride is a little rough but that comes with the F,. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA.
Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers

in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. I spoke with Jon and I will have to say it was the easiest and best car
buying experience that I have ever had. I was miles away and he brought the car to my house
with all the paperwork and it was a great experience. Caesar also made sure all the paperwork
was taken care of and he worked to make sure it was all done fast and easy. I bought a mustang
for my daughter from Miracle Toyota but all I have owned is toyota trucks. I will be calling them
when I am ready for a new truck. Salesman Tim told me I was approved for a the car and I told
him I would be there the following day. I drove 2 hours only to be told the car was sold the day
before. If you are looking at a no frills no pressure place to buy a car give these guys a chance.
They had plenty of of cars between 4k and 10k and the purchase process was as easy as I can
ever remember. Great option if you want something different than the usual dealers in town.
Never told vehicle wasn't able to check out before I got there. Once there told in 2 weeks the
vehicle would be available to test drive. They answered the phone and didn't bs or exaggerate.
A step in the right direction. I have worked with Ben twice on purchasing vehicles here. My
latest one being a Nissan Frontier. He was very helpful in the process and gave me the best
deal. He made the deal even better by delivering me the truck after it was serviced and went
through detailing. I would recommend working with Ben given the opportunity. Joe my sales rep
was on point and answered must of my questions and concerns about this car. That is why I
purchase it! This is the worst dealership I have ever dealt with. They misrepresented the items
they are selling and have no customers service. They refused to give me my deposit back after I
decided not to do the deal, after being harassed and bullied by Corey the salesman to hurry up
and sign the contract. Stay away from this dealership lyres and thrives. Nothing but predators.
I'm very dissatisfied with this dealer. They publish a price and it is only suppose to be the cash
price! They don't disclose that in the ads or their website and when I called them before going
there and told them that I was going to use financing, she didn't mention it either. The problem
is that Payne has several Dealerships so you can never get a straight answer. No one seems to
know what vehicles are at what location. Garza promptly reached out to me and scheduled a
visit. She answered all my questions and stayed in touch with me up until I informed her of my
decision to select another vehicle. Great customer service. Great dealership. Very easy to work
with. Nice to find some honest people still in the world! Ask for Earl Franks for internet sales.
Most grateful experience!! Really thankfull for my sales representative Vicente Torrez, he is an
exceptional person. The rest of the staff are also phenomenal. Couldn't be happier with our
purchase Nissan Pathfinder Platinum my family and I, just loved it!! Tri-City Ford was very nice
and friendly. Staff was very helpful in answering all of my questions. Spoke with Glenn who was
very patient and listened to my needs but did not have anything at that time on the lot. Poor, the
young I assume woman that handled my inquiry didnt bother to read my initial email where I
took the time to outline the information I was looking for. Her response was " oh , I guess I
skipped over that " turned me off to the dealership. Had no desire to continue my interest there.
Why do they have to make buying a used Vehicle so Complicated? The price is NOT the price
you see! I was told that all there extra fees are on there web site. Read the fine print. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Ford Trucks for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Request
Information. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. I honestly can't say enough about these guys. They were thoughtful, attentive, and
fair. Gave me a fair price on my trade-in and got me a lower interest rate than my bank initially
got me. If you were like me and hated "mom and pop" car dealerships, lets these guys change
your mind. Excellent communications. They called me to notify me that this particular Taurus
had been sold. They were pleasant and nice. I spoke to the internet sales representative on the
phone several times before coming to see the truck. The exterior paint was not nearly in the
condition that was described to me. Was not expecting body rust. And, when I arrived to test
drive, the check engine light was on. They suck They don't even own the cars. I wanted to buy
the car explained to the guy I drove miles to buy this vehicle. All it needed was tires and I will
buy.. So yell don't go there you can do way better. Oh there not attentive to the customer.
Rachel, Brett, Chris, and Jason in order of contact were fantastic to deal with. It was all via

phone until we drove to the dealership to sign the paperwork and pick up the vehicle. I will refer
business and look to them for future purchases. Then, we are given only one fob and the dealer
has refused to compensate us for a second fob, Hence, the final feeling is dissatisfaction. Just
went there to look at a Dodge Ram. Highly considered buying the truck or another vehicle just
because I like this place. Very unfortunate because from what I can tell I love the car. Promptly
responded. Very knowledgeable about the vehicle. Answered all my questions. Did not accept
financing through Car Gurus. Got a pre-generated message to welcome me to the dealership. I
filled out an application for credit online to see if I qualified before making the hour drive and
never heard anything back. Is still in search for that cheep high tops. Being very helpful and
kind understanding what my need is. Salesman said that the truck had been sold but that they
had several others to look at. They did have a lot of used trucks but at 4 times the price. Totally
wasted my time. I had a great experience at Sheehy Ford!! Quinton Kirk took care of everything
for me, treated me real good, real professional!! Very professional, hard working, and willing
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to deal. Honest and prompt. Highly recommend Rex as a salesperson. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Why Use CarGurus?

